
Increase conversions, improve consumer journeys, and determine 
ideal promotion strategies with Predictive Purchase Data.

By expanding on the traditional use of machine learning to classify consumers, Predictive Purchase Data (PPD) 
uses causal analysis to determine what type of offer, if any, will motivate an individual consumer to convert.  

In compliance with all major data privacy laws, PPD utilizes a predictive engine built without the use of any 
sensitive personal information or any private consumer data. 

LEVERAGE OVER A DECADE OF CONSUMER BEHAVIORAL INSIGHTS 
TO DELIVER BETTER PERFORMING OFFERS AND INCENTIVES

Eliminate Wasted Costs and Drive ROI with PPD

How Predictive Purchase Data Works
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Increase conversions, loyalty, 

and sales with predictive 
behavioral targeting

Improve consumer journeys 
through motivation-based 

personalization

Realize the full potential of your 
audience data and determine 

ideal promotion strategies

Audience Analysis
& Scoring

Behavioral Insights
Delivered to Brand

Application of
Data by Brand
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“Demographic targeting is dead. Promotions that align with a consumer’s previous 
behavior are much more likely to convert than ones that don’t. Brands that offer 

motivation-based personalization can increase their profits by up to 15%.” 
Over 600+ brands trust RevTrax with their promotional marketing needs. 

To learn more about our solutions, contact us today.
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Why PPD? Targeting vs. Personalization

Effectively Target Consumer Audiences with 6 Types of Predictive Models

Price Sensitivity

Retailer Preference 
Rank

Retailer Preference

Full Price Buyer

Retailer Class of
Trade Preference

Best Time to Engage

Returns a score between 0-100
based on the likelihood a customer
is discount sensitive.

Returns retailer name
and rank of retailer
preference for a consumer.

Returns Y/N value to determine
if a consumer is likely a shopper
of a specific retailer.

Returns Y/N value to determine
if a consumer is willing to pay full

price or needs a discount to make
a purchase.

Returns preffered
retailer class of trade

and rank for a consumer.

Returns the daypart that
represents the best time a

consumer is likely to engage.

Targeting is determining who should receive an ad. Personalization is determining what the consumer should see.

P E R S O N A L I Z AT I O N  P R O C E S S

1)  Client makes real-time API call to RevTrax to receive 
     desired information

2) Client changes what content is shown to consumer

OR

1) Client does a file sync with RevTrax

2) Client requests desired information from RevTrax and 
     appends to consumer record

3) Client changes what content is shown to consumer

TA R G E T I N G  P R O C E S S

1)  Client does a file sync with RevTrax

2) Client requests desired information from RevTrax and 
     appends to consumer record

3) Client onboards consumer records with any info 
     provided by RevTtrax


